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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Be Limitless Movement With Women Leaders and Entrepreneurs Asking ‘What's My NOW?”
Philadelphia, PA-LeadHER International dba Limitless Success Solutions is excited to announce the launch of
the BE Limitless Movement. President and Founder of LeadHER International LLC, Dr. Sarah Renee Langley
is creating a movement to help women in leadership achieve success and happiness by taking off the limits of
their tremendous possibilities and achieve incredible success on their own terms. Dr. Langley writes and
speaks through her Limitless Leadership services about how women Leaders in the corporate and
entrepreneurial spaces can tap into their limitless potential and discover boundless opportunities that await
them.
“These women need to know how to transition and give up what's comfortable and secure and go after what's
purposeful and profitable,” said Dr. Langley. “Simply put, these women are on a journey to discover and
achieve their NOW, what's beyond their limits, from what was once seemed impossible to making it possible
and to finally having it be actually about them for a change, to be, do and have it all, unapologetically.”
Before working with Dr. Langley, women in corporate and entrepreneurial spaces said they felt unfulfilled in
different facets of their lives and didn’t have a clear vision or path about what their next step or level to
achieving greater success would be. Langley said the limitations they felt were due to uncertainty, imposter
syndrome, and fear of losing.
“These women needed mentorship, accountability, clarity, confidence and direction to move and make
actionable steps to their Now, their next level to greatness’” Langley said. “There is an explorer in these women
hearts that knows there is more out there that will result for them to be purposeful, powerful, and profitable.
Overall, they will feel and be fulfilled.”
Through her Be Limitless Movement, Dr. Sarah Renee Langley mobilizes women leaders in the corporate and
entrepreneurship space to discover their next beyond the limits and boundaries. She believes her clients will
not only break the glass ceiling but obliterate it so that not only they can go through them, but other future
Limitless Leaders can go right through them as well.
Dr. Langley says the Be Limitless movement help women leaders gain rapid momentum and leap frog past
their fears and competition by:
1. Identifying and addressing personal fears
2. Stopping self-sabotage
3. Changing mindset
4. Getting crystal clear about what it is they want to do regarding Career Advancement
5. Creating a personal, supportive community
7. Exercising their financial knowledge base to solidify a sustainable life and career

Overall, Langley vows that through her Be Limitless Movement that women leaders and entrepreneurs learn
how to go from corporate to entrepreneur, from worker to owner, and from success to significance in all facets
of their lives.
In 2021 Dr. Sarah Renee Langley‘s Be Limitless Tour will take place virtually until further notice with her
signature program Success Without Apology services.
Current 2020 Speaking Engagements Include:
November 7th: Langley is co-facilitating at the historic Alfred Street Baptist Church for Caregiver’s Month Virtual
Workshop panel discussing
November 18th: Langley keynotes Spinal Cord Injury and Disorders virtual Caregiver’s Retreat.
November 28th- Women Of Truth Virtual Event
December 17th: Langley teaches at the Institute Of Global Professionals on Stress Management During the
Holidays
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